Outreach & Engagement Committee –
Recent Charge: Advancing public outreach and engagement
given COVID-19 impacts

Cosumnes Working Group
June 17, 2020

Online Engagement Insights
Since last WG meeting, O&E members sought guidance and
lessons learned from multiple sources

Key Takeaways:
• In person option unlikely in next few months.
Cautioned against waiting.
• Online meetings won’t enable the same level of
learning and engagement, but still valuable and best
near-term option
• Must bring everyone up to speed before asking the
hard questions
• Use webinar logistics (e.g., host has mute controls)
• Interactive but user-friendly (e.g., Zoom polling)
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Proposed Cosumnes Public Meeting Agenda
• Objectives
• SGMA and WG Refresher
• What we learned this past year
• What we’re working on now and in the coming year
• Outreach moving forward
• Topics fairly the same, with more emphasis on educating
and informing
• Web Map Demo
• Groundwater Conditions
• Monitoring Network and Data Collection
• Looking Ahead: Planning for Sustainable
Groundwater Use
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• Timing – Summer
• First week of August?
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Intrusion

Land
Subsidence

Water Quality
Degradation
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General Outreach Considerations

• Utilize additional tools and strategies (website, surveys,
factsheet, brief monthly updates, etc.)
• Overall timing with GSP development and submittal –
• Eliciting and integrating feedback requires substantial
lead time, and also working with reality of the
situation
• Opportunity for engagement after GSP submittal
• Careful thought to messaging and framing to help public
understand and know how stay engaged
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Working Group Discussion
Requesting Working Group Guidance on:
• Hold a virtual public meeting soon?
Proposed: first week of August

• Finalize factsheet?

per minor update on contact info

• Employ other outreach strategies?
e.g., monthly brief updates

• Next Steps?
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